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Step 1. Choose date and time!
Venue available Saturdays after 7pm and anytime Sundays. !!
Step 2. Choose Theme!
Acrobatic - Learn tricks and balances on our tumbling run & acro mats.!
Disco - Dance up a storm and enjoy the lights and smoke machine!
Fairy - dress up in your best fairy dress and play in the bubbles with 
your fairy host.!!

Step 3. Feel great about all the stuff we provide so you don't have to!!
*Exclusive 1.5hour use of huge studio with entire mirrored wall.!
*Experienced, costumed party host (hosts are qualified arts teachers)!
*Assistant party host/s for very large parties. !
*Games and activities (run by host)!
*Two tables with tablecloths.!
*Fridge to store drinks and cake!
*Birthday banner!
*Set up and clean up!
*Personalised PDF party invitations emailed to you.!
*Magic drink provided by host in foyer on arrival for each guest (lemonade based)!
*Extensive music selection, professional speaker and mixer. (controlled by host)!
*Share platters of snacks (chips and sweets.) Set up by host prior to party.!
*Chairs and benches for parents to stay and enjoy the fun.!
*Disco lights, smoke machine, industrial bubble machine. (for disco and fairy parties)!
*Tumbling run and acrobatic mats (if acrobatics chosen as the party theme)!!

Step 4. Sort out what YOU need to provide !
*Just the cake, candles, lighter and a knife.!
Optional extras you may also wish to consider 
bringing- absolutely non essential though!!
*Plastic plates & forks (if required for the cake)!
*Take home treat bags (if you wish to give them)!
*Food for accompanying adults.!
*Additional decorations e.g. balloons, streamers!
*Pass the parcel package if child is desperate to 
play that game!!!

Step 5. Check the Small Print!
Party for up to ten guests $250. Each additional guest $10. $100 deposit is due on booking to hold your date and time. !
Remainder invoiced following the party.!!
Step 6. Email kidznco@hotmail.com to book.
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